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ABOUT CSIS
For over 50 years, the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) has 

worked to develop solutions to the world’s greatest policy challenges. Today, 

CSIS scholars are providing strategic insights and bipartisan policy solutions to 

help decisionmakers chart a course toward a better world.

CSIS is a nonprofit organization headquartered in Washington, D.C. The Cen-

ter’s 220 fulltime staff and large network of affiliated scholars conduct research 

and analysis and develop policy initiatives that look into the future and antic-

ipate change.

Founded at the height of the Cold War by David M. Abshire and Admiral Arleigh 

Burke, CSIS was dedicated to finding ways to sustain American prominence and 

prosperity as a force for good in the world. Since 1962, CSIS has become one of 

the world’s preeminent international institutions focused on defense and secu-

rity; regional stability; and transnational challenges ranging from energy and 

climate to global health and economic integration.

Thomas J. Pritzker was named chairman of the CSIS Board of Trustees in Novem-

ber 2015. Former U.S. deputy secretary of defense John J. Hamre has served as 

the Center’s president and chief executive officer since 2000.

CSIS does not take specific policy positions. Accordingly, all views, positions, 

and conclusions expressed in this publication should be understood to be solely 

those of the author(s).
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ABOUT THE ROUNDTABLE
This report summarizes the discussion from a CSIS roundtable held on June 25, 

2018, as part of the CSIS-Pertamina Southeast Asia Energy Initiative. The discus-

sion brought together government, industry, and policy experts to explore the 

role of renewable energy in providing electricity to the region’s 65 million resi-

dents who are currently without it. This was the second in a series of events this 

year examining the role of renewable energy in Southeast Asia and its security, 

economic, and political importance in the Indo-Pacific region.
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INTRODUCTION

ELECTRIFICATION  
IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Southeast Asia enjoys a high level of electrification, but the region’s diversity 

of economic development conditions, types of resource endowment, and topo-

graphical features (e.g., mountainous areas where it is difficult and costly to build 

transmission infrastructure and remote small islands that require infrastructure 

that crosses bodies of water) still leave room for improving electricity access. 

According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), approximately 90 percent of 

Southeast Asians have access to electricity.1 This has increased dramatically since 

2000, when the agency estimated the region’s electrification rate at 62 percent. 

As seen in Figure 1, electrification rates in 2016 ranged from 58.8 percent in 

Myanmar to 100 percent in Brunei, Singapore, and Thailand.2

1. International Energy Agency, Southeast Asian Energy Outlook 2017, World Energy Outlook Special Report 
(Paris: OECD/IEA, 2017), https://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/WEO2017Spe-
cialReport_SoutheastAsiaEnergyOutlook.pdf.

2. International Energy Agency, Electricity Access Database (2017), https://www.iea.org/energyac-
cess/database/.
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Figure 1  National electrification rates in Southeast Asia, 2016

Source: International Energy Agency, Electricity Access Database (2017), https://www.iea.org/energyaccess/database/.
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Understanding how electrification is measured and how this measurement 

can vary is important in efforts to ascertain the role of renewables in achieving 

universal electrification. This report reviews various technological, economic, 

policy, regulatory, and market factors, the dynamics they create in the electrifi-

cation process in Southeast Asia, and the role renewables can play in achieving 

universal access.

KEY TAKEAWAY #1

OFFICIAL ESTIMATES OF  
ELECTRIFICATION ARE HIGH  
OVERALL, BUT THE RATE  
AND DEFINITION CAN VARY
While overall electrification rates in Southeast Asia are high, it is important to 

note that the definition of electricity access varies around the world, so region-

al estimates may not always be comparable. An illustrative example from out-

side the region is found in India. In April 2018, Prime Minister Narendra Modi 

announced that “every single village of India now has access to electricity.”3 

Experts point out, however, that a village in India is considered “electrified” if 

10 percent of its households or public buildings are connected. Therefore, 100 

percent of villages being connected does not mean all households have access 

to electricity.

Electrification statistics may not even be consistent within countries. In Indo-

nesia, the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources defines the electrification 

ratio as the number of households that are served by the state utility Perusa-

haan Listrik Negara (PLN) or by mini-grid or off-grid systems divided by the to-

tal number of households.4 The electricity ratio reported by PLN only measures 

the households served by its grid or by the Super Extra Energy Efficient photo-

voltaic (PV) systems the company manages. The government’s electrification 

ratio in 2013 was reported as 80.51 percent, whereas PLN’s electrification ratio 

was 76.13 percent. International bodies such as the IEA and the World Bank 

also report electrification ratios, collected from various sources such as govern-

ment statistics and private sector and civil society estimates, and their numbers 

do not always match.

Unless otherwise noted, this report uses electrification rates from the IEA. The 

IEA defines electricity access as having a grid, mini-grid, or off-grid connection 

capable of powering at least several light bulbs, task lighting, phone charging, 

and a radio.5

3. Huizhong Wu, “India Says 100% of Villages Have Electricity. Millions of People Remain in the Dark,” 
CNN Money, April 30, 2018, https://money.cnn.com/2018/04/30/news/india/india-electricity-villag-
es-modi/index.html.

4. Asian Development Bank, Achieving Universal Electricity Access in Indonesia (Manila: ADB, 2016), 
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/publication/182314/achieving-electricity-access-ino.pdf.

5. International Energy Agency, WEO Energy Access Outlook 2017 Methodology for Energy Access Analysis 
(Paris: OECD/IEA, 2017), https://www.iea.org/media/publications/weo/EnergyAccessOutlook2017De-
finingandmodellingenergyaccess.pdf.
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National electrification ratios also do not necessarily capture the variation be-

tween urban and rural areas. For example, in Cambodia, the electrification rate 

as of 2016 was 60 percent overall, 97 percent in urban areas, and 49.8 percent in 

rural areas (Figure 2).6

The Energy Sector Management Assistance Program (under the World Bank) and 

Sustainable Energy for All (under the United Nations) have developed a six-tier 

(0–5) framework that seeks to provide better granularity in measuring access to 

electricity.7 The framework measures access from two perspectives: supply and 

services. It ranks supply in terms of the following attributes: capacity, duration, 

reliability, quality, affordability, legality, and health and safety. And it ranks ser-

vices in terms of what households can do with the electricity they receive. For 

example, as shown in Table 1, tier 1 access to electricity is a daily capacity of at 

least 12 watt-hours (Wh), providing access to minimal lighting and some mobile 

phone charging for at least four hours per day. Tier 3 represents daily capacity 

of at least 1 kilowatt-hour (kWh), allowing for general lighting, phone charging, 

television, a fan, and medium-power appliances for at least eight hours per day. 

The highest tier, tier 5, has a daily capacity of at least 8.2 kWh, allowing for the 

6. International Energy Agency, Electricity Access Database.
7. World Bank, Beyond Connections: Energy Access Redefined (Washington, DC: World Bank Group, 2015), 

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/24368/Beyond0connect0d000techni-
cal0report.pdf.
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Figure 2 Urban vs. rural electrification in Southeast Asia, 2016

Source: International Energy Agency, Electricity Access Database (2017), https://www.iea.org/energyaccess/database/.
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previous services plus very-high-power appliances for at least 23 hours a day. 

It is possible for a household to be at different tiers for supply and services de-

pending on the availability and affordability of appliances.

KEY TAKEAWAY #2 

POLICY CERTAINTY IS KEY  
TO ELECTRIFICATION  
WITH RENEWABLES
Policy certainty provides a stable environment in which to make investments 

in infrastructure, including grid or mini-grid infrastructure and off-grid power 

generation. The Energy Sector Management Assistance Program has developed 

the Regulatory Indicators for Sustainable Energy (RISE) to compare countries’ 

efforts to provide energy access, energy efficiency, and renewable energy. The 

RISE scores of most Southeast Asian countries are shown in Table 2 (Brunei 

and Singapore, which have both achieved 100 percent electrification, are not 

measured by RISE).8 Southeast Asian nations perform relatively well in terms 

of energy access, scoring an average of about 77 out of 100. Laos has the lowest 

8. World Bank, “Scores,” Regulatory Indicators for Sustainable Energy (2017), http://rise.esmap.org/scores.

Tier 0 Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 Tier 4 Tier 5

Peak capacity 
Power capacity ratings  

(in daily watt-hours)
Min 12 Wh Min 200 Wh Min 1.0 kWh Min 3.4 kWh Min 8.2 kWh

Availability 
(duration)

Hours per day Min 4 hrs Min 4 hrs Min 8 hrs Min 16 hrs Min 23 hrs

Hours per  
evening Min 1 hr Min 2 hrs Min 3 hrs Min 4 hrs Min 4 hrs

Reliability Max 14 disruptions 
per week

Max 3 disruptions per 
week of total duration 

< 2 hrs

Quality Voltage problems do not affect the use  
of desired appliances

Affordability Cost of a standard consumption package of  
365 kWh/year < 5% of household income

Legality Bill is paid to the utility, prepaid card seller,  
or authorized representative

Health & safety Absence of past accidents and perception  
of high risk in the future

Multi-tier matrix for measuring access to household electricity services

Tier criteria Tier 0 Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 Tier 4 Tier 5

Task lighting and phone 
charging

General lighting and 
phone charging and 

television and fan  
(if needed)

Tier 2 and any 
medium-power 

appliances

Tier 3 and any 
high-power  
appliances

Tier 2 and any very 
high-power appliances

 
Table 1 Multi-tier matrix for measuring access to household electricity supply and services

Source: Adapted from World Bank, Beyond Connections: Energy Access Redefined (Washington, DC: World Bank Group, 2015),  
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/24368/Beyond0connect0d000technical0report.pdf.
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score for energy access in the region, with only 46.6 out of 100. The RISE data sug-

gest that to increase this score, the country  would need to provide new support 

for electrification, such as offering subsidies to utilities to establish distribution 

systems in rural areas, specifying performance standards for new connections, 

and providing support for off-grid, stand-alone systems.9 Malaysia, Thailand, and 

Vietnam all receive perfect scores on energy access, thanks to extensive electri-

fication plans; solid frameworks for grid electrification, mini-grids, and stand-

alone systems; and transparent and creditworthy utilities.10

On renewable energy, however, the region scores only 54.6. The Philippines is one 

of the better performers in the region, scoring 66.6, but investors are concerned 

about the low quality of the grid and difficulty accessing financing for renew-

ables.11 Vietnam scores 64.1 on renewable energy. The RISE data suggest that to 

increase this score, the country  would need to provide new support for this ef-

fort, such as conducting a renewable energy integration study, allowing third par-

ties to provide risk guarantees on utility payments, and guaranteeing payments 

to generators if the offtaker does not have the infrastructure to take their power 

when the project is completed.12

9. World Bank, “Countries: Lao PDR,” Regulatory Indicators for Sustainable Energy (2017), http://rise.
esmap.org/country/lao-pdr.

10. World Bank, “Scores,” Regulatory Indicators for Sustainable Energy (2017), http://rise.esmap.org/.
11. Victor V. Saulon, “Philippine Renewables Outperform Regional Peers, but Policy Uncertainty Looming—

BMI Research,” BusinessWorld Online, May 9, 2017, http://bradmanrecruitment.com/philippine-renew-
ables-outperform-regional-peers-policy-uncertainty-looming-bmi-research/.

12. World Bank, “Countries: Vietnam,” Regulatory Indicators for Sustainable Energy (2017), http://rise.
esmap.org/country/vietnam.

Energy access Energy efficiency Renewable energy

Cambodia 70.25 21.06 34.29

Indonesia 61.49 33.88 55.00

Laos 46.60 7.78 46.14

Malaysia 100.00 51.66 68.29

Myanmar 58.54 13.26 43.00

Philippines 82.24 42.23 66.57

Thailand 100.00 62.54 59.57

Vietnam 100.00 70.58 64.14

Average 77.39 37.87 54.63

 
Table 2 RISE scores for selected Southeast Asian countries

Source: Adapted from World Bank, “Scores,” Regulatory Indicators for Sustainable Energy (2017), http://rise.esmap.org/scores.
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COUNTRY FEATURE  / PHILIPPINES

The Philippines is classified as a lower middle income country by the World Bank, 

with a GDP of about $304 billion in 2016.13 In 2016, grid-connected generators 

produced about 90.8 terawatt-hours of electricity, 48 percent of which was gen-

erated from coal. Twenty-four percent came from renewables, 22 percent from 

natural gas, and 6 percent from oil (Figure 3).14

The electrification rate in the Philippines is currently about 90 percent; the IEA 

forecasts that the country will reach universal electrification by 2022.15 To that 

end, grid extension is expected to bring power to 14 million Filipinos, while mini-

grids and off-grid technology powered by wind and PV are expected to bring pow-

er to another 1.5 million in remote areas. The total investment required for uni-

versal electrification is estimated at $14 billion.16

A key player in rural electrification in the Philippines is the National Power 

Corporation, a government agency that helps electrify rural areas where the 

private sector deems it uneconomical to provide service. Many such areas are 

remote islands where grid connection is difficult. About 80 percent of the off-

grid power delivered to these areas currently comes from diesel generators or 

power barges, which are costly and difficult to operate and maintain in remote 

settings. The government is attempting to incentivize diversification of energy 

sources by providing cash rebates to power providers who incorporate renew-

ables like solar PV and wind.

13. World Bank, “Countries and Economies: Philippines,” World Bank Open Data (2016), https://data.
worldbank.org/country/Philippines.

14. Philippines Department of Energy, 2016 Philippine Electricity Demand–Supply Snapshot (2017), 
https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/electric_power/power_situationer/2016_
power_situation.pdf.

15. International Energy Agency, Southeast Asian Energy Outlook 2017.
16. Ibid.
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Figure 3 Electricity generation in the Philippines in 2016, by technology

Source: Philippines Department of Energy, 2016 Philippine Electricity Demand–Supply Snapshot (2017),  
https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/electric_power/power_situationer/2016_power_situation.pdf.
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KEY TAKEAWAY #3

VARIOUS TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS 
EXIST FOR ELECTRIFICATION,  
AND THEIR USE DOES NOT NEED  
TO BE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE
The IEA defines three distinct modes of transmitting and distributing electric-

ity: on-grid, mini-grid, and off-grid.17 Households are connected to the grid 

if they are served by a distribution network, typically delivering power from 

large, centralized power plants. In Southeast Asia, these power plants typically 

generate electricity using fossil fuels, but large-scale renewable energy gener-

ation is becoming more common as costs fall.18

Mini-grids are small, localized grids that deliver power in a small geographic area, 

typically from diesel or natural gas generators or small-scale renewable energy 

technologies like micro hydropower generators, PV installations, wind turbines, or 

biomass gasification plants.19 Mini-grids integrating solar and battery storage are 

also emerging as a solution for remote island communities. For example, the island 

communities of Merabu, Long Beliu, and Teluk Sumbang in Indonesia’s East Kali-

mantan Province are now powered by mini-grids with a combined 1.2 megawatts 

(MW) of solar and 2.1 MW-hours of battery storage.20 If a mini-grid is established in 

an area and then the main grid is extended to that area, they can be interconnected 

given adequate investment in transmission and distribution equipment. Mini-grids 

can be powered by one or more power sources; a study by the Frankfurt School of 

Finance and Management and the UN Environment Programme found that adding 

solar PV to diesel-only mini-grids can deliver fuel savings.21

Off-grid electrification refers to systems that power individual households to en-

able basic services like lighting, phone charging, and operating appliances. The 

most common systems are diesel generators and solar home systems.22

The IEA expects that Southeast Asia will reach universal electrification in the 

2030s.23 In the IEA’s New Policies Scenario, which measures the effects of cur-

17. International Energy Agency, Energy Access Outlook 2017, World Energy Outlook Special Report (Paris: 
OECD/IEA, 2017), http://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/WEO2017SpecialRe-
port_EnergyAccessOutlook.pdf.

18. For a more in-depth discussion of on-grid power market trends in Southeast Asia, see Stephen Nai-
moli and Jane Nakano, Renewable Energy in Southeast Asia: Fuel Competition in the Expanding Power 
Market (Washington, DC: Center for Strategic & International Studies, 2018), https://www.csis.org/
analysis/fuel-competition-expanding-power-market.

19. David Taylor, Simon Turner, Daniel Willette, and Pariphan Uawithya, De-centralized Electricity in Africa 
and Southeast Asia: Issues and Solutions (Accenture, 2015), https://assets.rockefellerfoundation.org/
app/uploads/20150128205930/De-centralized-Electricity-in-Africa-and-Southeast-Asia.pdf.

20. Ilias Tsagas, “Indonesia Inaugurates Its First Three Solar Plus Storage Mini-grids,” PV Magazine, June 
14, 2018, https://www.pv-magazine.com/2018/06/14/indonesia-inaugurates-its-first-three-solar-plus-
storage-mini-grids/.

21. Hirak Al-Hammad, Torsten Becker, Andrea Bode, Srishti Gupta, and Silvia Kreibiehl, Renewable Energy 
in Hybrid Mini-Grids and Isolated Grids: Economic Benefits and Business Cases (Frankfurt: Frankfurt 
School of Finance & Management, 2015), http://www.irena.org/-/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Publica-
tion/2015/IRENA_FS_UNEP_Hybrid_Minigrids_2015.pdf.

22. International Energy Agency, Southeast Asian Energy Outlook 2017.
23. Ibid.
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rent policies as well as those that have been announced but not yet implement-

ed, more than half of the additional, access-driven power demand in Southeast 

Asia is expected to come from mini-grid and off-grid technologies. About 40 

percent of new connections are expected to be the result of grid extension; 33 

percent are expected to be mini-grids; and the remaining 27 percent are expect-

ed to be off-grid solutions. Renewable energy has a large role to play, particular-

ly in providing mini-grid and off-grid electricity. In Indonesia, for example, the 

IEA expects renewables will make up more than half of new mini-grid connec-

tions and about 75 percent of new off-grid connections between 2017 and 2025.

Typically, grid extension can provide more services than off-grid technologies, 

allow for economic opportunities and services that require grid access, and en-

sure load growth for a stable grid—as long as the grid power is reliable.24 How-

ever, this is not always feasible due to physical or economic constraints. Trans-

mission and distribution infrastructure is expensive and becomes much more 

difficult to justify when it will serve fewer customers and have lower per capita 

use. In addition, remote populations that are far from the existing grid infra-

structure, including those on small islands, would be costlier to serve with grid 

extension because significant new transmission and distribution infrastructure 

would need to be built—including long-distance transmission lines that would 

suffer from higher cumulative line losses and require expensive substations and 

distribution lines.25

Off-grid and mini-grid electrification, on the other hand, can be very useful for 

remote and/or low-density populations, although it can risk unnecessary capital 

expenditures if grid extension later comes to the area. Mini-grids can be built to 

eventually interconnect with the main grid if grid extension becomes feasible at 

a later date. Mini-grids whose developers are not willing to upgrade them to the 

proper standard for grid infrastructure risk becoming stranded assets.

Cambodia provides an illustrative example of how to successfully integrate 

mini-grids with the main grid. In the 1990s, diesel mini-grids emerged to sup-

ply power to rural neighborhoods in Cambodia.26 In the early 2000s, when the 

state utility Electricité du Cambodge began extending the grid to these rural 

areas, the company incentivized mini-grid owners to upgrade their systems, 

interconnect with the grid, and operate as distribution franchisees. Ultimately, 

connecting with the main grid improved household services from tier 2 on the 

World Bank framework to tier 4 or 5 and lowered household rates from $0.40–

1.00 per kWh to a regulated tariff of $0.12–0.20 per kWh (partially subsidized 

by Electricité du Cambodge).

24. Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation, Norwegian Development Assistance to Rural Electri-
fication: Best Practice Guide for Planning (Oslo: NORAD, 2009), https://www.norad.no/globalassets/im-
port-2162015-80434-am/www.norad.no-ny/filarkiv/norwegian-development-assistance-to-rural-electri-
fication.pdf.

25. EU Technical Assistance Facility for the Sustainable Energy for All Initiative, Sustainable Energy Hand-
book Module 5.2: On-Grid Rural Electrification (2016), https://europa.eu/capacity4dev/public-energy/
document/sustainable-energy-handbook-module-52-grid-rural-electrification.

26. Bernard Tenenbaum, Chris Greacen, and Dipti Vaghela, Mini-grids and Arrival of the Main Grid: Lessons 
from Cambodia, Sri Lanka, and Indonesia (Washington, DC: World Bank Group, 2017), https://open-
knowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/29018/121823-ESM-MiniGridsandtheArrivalofthe-
MainGridFINALhhav-Indonesia-PUBLIC.pdf.
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KEY TAKEAWAY #4

INCREASING ELECTRICITY ACCESS  
REQUIRES WELL-DESIGNED POLICIES, 
REGULATIONS, AND MARKETS
Competition helps create an enabling environment for market participants to pro-

vide access to electricity. In Southeast Asia, Singapore and the Philippines are the only 

countries with competitive retail electricity markets. The other countries have sin-

gle-buyer markets, in which independent power producers can generate electricity but 

are required to sell their electricity to the state-owned utility, which then distributes 

it to customers (Figure 4).27 Vietnam is developing competitive wholesale and retail 

markets, which are projected to be completed by 2023.28

Within the competitive generation market, experts argue, well-designed auctions en-

courage competition that incentivizes innovation and brings down installation costs.29 

Globally, recent factors driving down costs have included improved components and 

growing experience in installation.30 Auctions are new in Southeast Asia as a procure-

ment mechanism, but they are growing in popularity—Cambodia, Indonesia, Malaysia, 

the Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand have all tested auctions, and Vietnam is con-

sidering implementing them starting in 2019.31 In Thailand, a 2017 auction for 300 

MW of small, hybrid renewable energy projects saw an average bid price of $0.0739 per 

kWh—33 percent below the ceiling price of $0.11/kWh.32  In Malaysia, a 2017 auction 

for 460 MW of large-scale solar capacity saw bids ranging from $0.08 to 0.12/kWh.33 

In the Philippines, developer Solar Philippines submitted record low bids of $0.06/

kWh and $0.04/kWh in 2017 and 2018 auctions, respectively—bids CEO Leandro Le-

viste admitted would bring low returns, but were intended to help grow the market.34 

Fourth-quarter 2017 global solar prices ranged from $0.03–0.15/kWh.35

27. International Renewable Energy Agency, Renewable Energy Market Analysis: Southeast Asia (Abu Dhabi: 
IRENA, 2018), https://irena.org/-/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Publication/2018/Jan/IRENA_Market_South-
east_Asia_2018.pdf.

28. Aloysius Damar Pranadi, “The History and Roadmap of Power Sector Reform in Vietnam,” ASEAN Centre 
for Energy, April 6, 2018, http://www.aseanenergy.org/blog/the-history-and-roadmap-of-power-sector-re-
form-in-vietnam/.

29. Emma Foehringer Merchant, “The Floor for Ultra-Low Solar Bids? $14 per Megawatt-Hour,” Greentech 
Media, August 2, 2018, https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/the-floor-for-ultra-low-solar-bids-
14-per-megawatt-hour.

30. Fabian Wigand, “Designing Renewable Energy Auctions: Key Considerations for Lao PDR” (presentation, 
Asia Clean Energy Forum, Manila, Philippines, June 8, 2018), https://d2oc0ihd6a5bt.cloudfront.net/
wp-content/uploads/sites/837/2018/06/Fabian-Wigand-Designing-Renewable-Energy-Auctions_-Key-Con-
siderations.pdf.

31. Sopitsuda Tongsopit et al., Designing Renewable Energy Incentives and Auctions: Lessons for ASEAN 
(Bangkok: USAID Clean Power Asia, 2017), https://www.ecofys.com/files/files/re-incentivesre-
port-20170904-final.pdf; Aloysius Damar Pranadi, “The History and Roadmap of Power Sector Reform 
in Vietnam.”

32. Khomgrich Tantravanich, “Case Study—Thailand: Experience from Competitive Biddings for Renewable 
Energy Projects in Thailand and the Recent SPP Hybrid-Firm” (presentation, Asia Clean Energy Forum, 
Manila, Philippines, June 8, 2018), http://usaidcleanpowerasia.aseanenergy.org/resource/case-study-thai-
land-experience-from-competitive-biddings-for-renewable-energy-projects-in-thailand-and-the-recent-
spp-hybrid-firm/.

33. Becky Beetz, “Another 30 MW Awarded in Malaysian Solar Auction,” PV Magazine, December 5, 2017, 
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2017/12/05/another-30-mw-awarded-in-malaysian-solar-auction/.

34. Emiliano Bellini, “Philippine utility Meralco receives Southeast Asia’s lowest solar bid,” PV Magazine, 
August 13, 2018, https://www.pv-magazine.com/2018/08/13/philippine-utility-meralco-receives-south-
east-asias-lowest-solar-bid/.

35. Emma Foehringer Merchant, “IRENA: Global Renewable Energy Prices Will Be Competitive with Fossil Fuels 
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In addition to driving down prices, auctions may also speed up development of projects 

by replacing the opaque and lengthy process of feed-in tariff development. In Vietnam, 

potential investors and developers waited for years while the government developed 

guidance for a utility-scale solar feed-in tariff.36 Auctions can reasonably be expected to 

shorten lead times because the competitive bidding process sets the prices paid to devel-

opers for their electricity.

An important aspect of effective electrification planning is considering on-grid and off-

grid solutions in a holistic fashion. Considering grid extension and off-grid solutions 

independently may lead to costly solutions that do not sufficiently meet the needs of 

populations currently without access to electricity. Multilateral development spending 

is paying increased attention to mini-grid and off-grid solutions. The World Bank, which 

invested $1.75 billion in the Southeast Asian energy sector from 2009 to 2016, provides 

an illustrative example.37 From 2014 to 2017, the World Bank spent an average of $900 

million per year on electricity access, with about $200 million (about 22 percent) going 

to mini-grid and off-grid programs and the remaining $700 million to grid extension.38 

In 2017–2018, lending to mini-grid and off-grid solutions jumped to $600 million, 43 

percent of the $1.4 billion spent on electricity access.

by 2020,” Greentech Media, January 16, 2018, https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/irena-re-
newable-energy-competitive-fossil-fuels-2020.

36. Duy Anh, “Genco 3 to Build $422mn Solar Plants in Ninh Thuan,” Vietnam Economic Times, May 4, 2017, 
http://vneconomictimes.com/article/business/genco-3-to-build-422mn-solar-plants-in-ninh-thuan.

37. International Renewable Energy Agency, Renewable Energy Market Analysis: Southeast Asia.
38. World Bank, “The Race for Universal Energy Access Speeds Up,” July 10, 2018, http://www.worldbank.org/

en/news/feature/2018/07/10/the-race-for-universal-energy-access-speeds-up.

 
Figure 4 Power markets in Southeast Asia

Source: Adapted from International Renewable Energy Agency, Renewable Energy Market Analysis: Southeast Asia (Abu Dhabi: IRENA, 2018), https://irena.org/-/media/Files/
IRENA/Agency/Publication/2018/Jan/IRENA_Market_Southeast_Asia_2018.pdf, and World Bank, “GDP per capita”, World Bank Open Data (2017), https://data.worldbank.org/

indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.CD?end=2017&locations=ID-MY-MM-TH-LA-KH-VN-SG-BN-PH&start=2017&view=bar.
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COUNTRY FEATURE / MYANMAR

Myanmar is classified as a lower middle income country by the World Bank, with 

a GDP of about $63 billion in 2016.39 In 2015, grid-connected generators produced 

15,970 GWh of electricity, 58.9 percent of which was generated from hydropow-

er. Thirty-nine percent came from natural gas, 1.8 percent came from coal, and a 

negligible amount came from oil (Figure 5).40 However, grid-connected electricity 

reached only 26 percent of households in 2015.41  

In the absence of grid extension, mini-grids have been installed to deliver elec-

tricity to many villages in Myanmar. In 2014, there were almost 17,000 mini-grids 

serving villages in Myanmar, of which about 13,000 ran on diesel, 2,400 on micro 

hydropower, 1,200 on biomass gasifiers; and 150 on solar PV (as shown in Fig-

ure 6).42 These mini-grids do not necessarily cover all households in each village, 

however—only 25 percent of electrified villages with mini-grids had connected 

more than 70 percent of their households that year.43 Many systems stand in 

disrepair because their generators are often old and inefficient and the villages 

they power lack the engineering expertise to ensure proper system operation.44

The World Bank is working with the government of Myanmar to implement the 

National Electrification Project, which seeks to supply 100 percent of households 

in Myanmar with electricity by 2030 through grid extension, mini-grids, or off-grid 

access.45 In terms of the World Bank’s multi-tier framework, solar home systems 

can supply tier 2 access, mini-grids can supply tier 3 access, and grid connection 

39. World Bank, “Countries and Economies: Myanmar,” World Bank Open Data (2016), https://data.world-
bank.org/country/myanmar.

40. International Energy Agency, “Myanmar: Electricity and heat for 2015,” https://www.iea.org/sta-
tistics/?country=MYANMAR&year=2015&category=Key%20indicators&indicator=TPESbySource&-
mode=chart&categoryBrowse=true&dataTable=ELECTRICITYANDHEAT&showDataTable=true.

41. ASEAN Centre for Energy, The 5th ASEAN Energy Outlook (Jakarta: ACE, 2017), http://www.aseanener-
gy.org/resources/the-5th-asean-energy-outlook/.

42. Mee Panyar, Living in the Dark: Adaptive Learning for Rural Energy Development in Myanmar (Lon-
don: Mee Panyar, 2018), https://static1.squarespace.com/static/58f49f4c37c581427ce3f70a/t/5a-
68b265e2c4834ebbf6796e/1516811005738/MeePanyar_PositionPaper_FINAL.pdf.

43. Ibid.
44. World Bank, Upscaling Mini-Grids for Low-Cost & Timely Access to Electricity Services (Washington, DC: 

World Bank Group, 2017), https://www.climateinvestmentfunds.org/sites/cif_enc/files/esmap_mini-
grids_action_plan_myanmar.pdf.

45. World Bank, “Electricity to Transform Rural Myanmar,” September 16, 2015, http://www.worldbank.
org/en/news/feature/2015/09/16/electricity-to-transform-rural-myanmar.
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can supply tier 4 or 5 access.46 The program is technology-neutral, 

as it seeks only to find least-cost, sustainable solutions. Given that 

renewable energy technologies have no fuel costs, however, 97.8 

percent of the individuals connected through the program so far 

have been served entirely by renewables.47 

As of June 2018, the project had connected 722,790 individu-

als—706,845 through mini-grids or off-grid connections powered 

by only renewable energy; 10,100 through grid extension; and 

5,845 through fossil fuel or hybrid mini-grid or off-grid solutions. 

By the end of March 2021, the project aims to bring electricity to 

5,672,500 individuals. The IEA expects that to achieve universal 

electrification in the early 2030s, grid extension will be the cheap-

est option for 40 percent of new connections, while mini-grid and 

off-grid solutions will be reasonable for the rest.48 This would in-

clude 11.8 million individuals receiving power from off-grid so-

lar PV. The IEA estimates a need for about $13 billion to achieve 

Myanmar’s electricity access goal.

46. World Bank, Beyond Connections: Energy Access Redefined.
47. World Bank, National Electrification Project Implementation Status & Results Report (2018), http://doc-

uments.worldbank.org/curated/en/917301531740317344/pdf/Disclosable-Version-of-the-ISR-Nation-
al-Electrification-Project-P152936-Sequence-No-06.pdf.

48. International Energy Agency, Southeast Asian Energy Outlook 2017.

 

Figure 5 Electricity generation in Myanmar in 2015, by technology. 
Source: International Energy Agency, “Myanmar: Electricity and heat for 2015,” 

https://www.iea.org/statistics/?country=MYANMAR&year=2015&category=Key%20
indicators&indicator=TPESbySource&mode=chart&categoryBrowse=true&dataT-

able=ELECTRICITYANDHEAT&showDataTable=true.
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Figure 6 Mini-grids in rural Myanmar, 2014

Source: Mee Panyar, Living in the Dark: Adaptive Learning for Rural Energy Development in Myanmar (London: Mee Panyar, 
2018), https://static1.squarespace.com/static/58f49f4c37c581427ce3f70a/t/5a68b265e2c4834ebbf6796e/1516811005738/

MeePanyar_PositionPaper_FINAL.pdf.
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CONCLUSIONS &  
RECOMMENDATIONS
In areas where the electricity access challenge is due to the uneconomic nature 

of grid extension, renewable energy presents a highly valuable option for electri-

fication because it imposes no fuel costs. Further, distributed renewable energy 

defers or eliminates the need for costly investments in transmission and distri-

bution infrastructure. However, the contribution of renewable energy to elec-

trification, both on the grid and in distributed applications, is also determined 

partially by market design, regulation, and policy certainty. Market design and 

regulation play a role in determining the extent to which renewables can partic-

ipate in a country’s electrification plan—particularly with on-grid connections, 

which can allow for more household energy services (lighting, appliances, etc.) 

than off-grid systems due to scale and flexibility. 

Providing electricity to 100 percent of a country’s residents requires careful 

planning that seeks to implement least-cost and sustainable solutions at the 

household level, which can include on-grid, mini-grid, and off-grid technologies. 

On- and off-grid solutions should not be seen as mutually exclusive investment 

options, and careful planning is necessary to minimize the risk of mini- and off-

grid systems becoming stranded assets later—for example, when a grid solution 

arrives in a remote area.

One major conclusion was consistently emphasized at the roundtable discussion: 

the role of policy certainty in spurring investment in renewables, both on and off 

the grid, is significant. It is important for policymakers to be able to adjust policy 

mechanisms to address changing conditions, but a consistent direction sends a 

signal to potential investors that their investments will not be upended in the 

next few years. This is difficult when transparency in the regulatory process is 

low. A lack of communication and clear price signals, as in Vietnam’s lengthy 

solar feed-in tariff development, makes investments riskier or even delays them. 

In addition, there are few protections to guarantee that the utilities will be able 

to pay for the power they generate. Therefore, governments seeking to invite 

more investment in renewable energy may wish to reexamine their policies and 

ensure regulatory processes are transparent and consistent and provide stable 

price signals.
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